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\textbf{Abstract.} Data-driven research requires many people from different domains to collaborate efficiently. The domain scientist collects and analyzes scientific data, the data scientist develops new techniques, and the tool developer implements, optimizes and maintains existing techniques to be used throughout science and industry. Today, however, this data science expertise lies fragmented in loosely connected communities and scattered over many people, making it very hard to find the right expertise, data and tools at the right time. Collaborations are typically small and cross-domain knowledge transfer through the literature is slow. Although progress has been made, it is far from easy for one to build on the latest results of the other and collaborate effortlessly across domains. This slows down data-driven research and innovation, drives up costs and exacerbates the risks associated with the inappropriate use of data science techniques.

We propose to create an open, online collaboration platform, a ‘collaboratory’ for data-driven research, that brings together data scientists, domain scientists and tool developers on the same platform. It will enable data scientists to evaluate their latest techniques on many current scientific datasets, allow domain scientists to discover which techniques work best on their data, and engage tool developers to share in the latest developments. It will change the scale of collaborations from small to potentially massive, and from periodic to real-time. This will be an inclusive movement operating across academia, healthcare, and industry, and empower more students to engage in data science.
Motivation

Our increasing ability to collect, store, interconnect and analyse large sets of data is revolutionizing science, healthcare, and industry, transforming everyday life in front of our eyes. Today, however, data science expertise lies fragmented in loosely connected communities and scattered over many people, making it very hard to find the right expertise, data and tools at the right time. This creates deep scientific and societal challenges, slowing down data-driven research and innovation, driving up costs and exacerbating the risks associated with the inappropriate use of data science techniques.

1.1 Large amount of underpowered and irreproducible research

While scientific papers are being produced at a tremendous rate, reproducible and readily applicable major discoveries are far fewer. In biomedicine alone, an estimated 85% of research resources are wasted [17, 18] because of false or exaggerated findings (often the result of less than rigorous analysis), lack of transparency and reproducibility, and lack of large-scale, interdisciplinary collaboration. Irreproducibility and overly general conclusions have also been highlighted as among the most important challenges to preclinical research on drug targets [2] and data mining research [15].

1.2 The fragmented data science ecosystem

Data-driven research requires many different people to collaborate efficiently: the domain scientist collects and analyzes scientific data to study or discover phenomena; the data scientist designs and analyzes algorithms, to solve specific problems or benchmark on a domain of data sets; the tool developer implements, optimizes and maintains existing techniques to be used by many people in science and industry [20]. This is shown in Fig. 1. However, it is far from easy for these people to collaborate efficiently.

First, there is a gap between data scientists and domain scientists that slows down the rate of research tremendously. Because domain scientists have a more
limited view on the state of the art in data science, they are often unsure about the latest and most appropriate techniques, and either spend a lot of time on literature research and trial and error or make suboptimal choices. Data scientists, on the other hand, often don’t speak the language of domain scientists, hence missing opportunities to work interactively with them and innovate in their respective fields. Knowledge transfer through the literature is slow: findings are spread over millions of papers, based on tacit domain-specific knowledge and community-specific jargon, and results are hard to reproduce or build upon. Small-scale collaboration, likewise, requires a significant time investment, and luck, to find the people that have the right skills, resources and the time to delve into a new problem. Moreover, experts tend to leverage their own specialized work which is not necessarily the best solution for the given problem. In all, scientists spend vast amounts of time on tasks that others could do in a fraction of that time, that could be done much better using novel/better techniques, or that could be automated altogether.

There is also a gap between academia and industry. Many innovative enterprises need advanced data science expertise in order to compete, but often cannot easily access the latest scientific methods and scientific data. Large companies are collecting and acquiring large amounts of data (e.g., Facebook’s purchase of WhatsApp), and acquiring key data scientists (e.g., Facebook hiring NYU’s Yann LeCun, Baidu hiring Stanford’s Andrew Ng, Google buying DeepMind and DNNResearch). This is a clear sign of the success of the field, but it creates a major challenge for smaller firms that want to enter the market: they are debilitated by lack of access to data, and lack of access to expertise [21].

In healthcare, medical professionals are confronting diseases that result from a large range of causes (e.g., Alzheimer’s, heart disease, cancer), or that coevolve with clinical advances (drug resistance). Scientists and clinicians, to better characterize the causes of a disease, and understand how diseases manage to subvert existing cures, now require large-scale, heavily interconnected data sources and novel techniques for analysis. These include data sources that characterize people’s genotype (high-resolution sequencing) and phenotype (gene expression, clinical measurements, wearable sensors to track activity and body signals). Again, domain scientists and data scientists should work closely together to tackle these hard challenges, so that the best techniques can be leveraged to speed up scientific work. An additional major challenge is ensuring that privacy is protected whilst leveraging data for wider social benefit [21, 22].

1.3 Fragmented access to tools and data

As shown in Fig. 1, what connects these communities is data, in the form of datasets, computer programs and experimental results. There exist many wonderful open data repositories for scientists [12], however, for many data scientists it is far from obvious how to access, search and understand these data islands, and they often choose to benchmark their algorithms on a limited set of old datasets. As a result, the resulting empirical results are of little value to domain scientists and industry.
Vice versa, for domain scientists it is far from obvious how to access and understand the latest algorithms, or simply compare them to assess which are most useful. There are great software tools and libraries for data scientists, but they too are islands that focus on more standard techniques, and even then it is not obvious which components are most useful. Empirical evaluations of all these algorithms on large numbers of datasets are typically not organized online. Some are ‘printed’ in papers, using varying experimental setups, which makes them virtually impossible to build on.

In short, while it is theoretically possible for these communities to build directly on each other’s work, in practice there is a lot of friction that inhibits efficient collaboration. When scientists need to understand new data formats, study source code, learn new programming languages, email the authors for code or data, let alone sign complex paperwork, they typically ‘give up’ and do things the old fashioned way, sticking to the simple tools and data they already know. We need to rethink the way we share data and code, and remove friction so that others can effortlessly access and build on them.

1.4 Manpower

The McKinsey Global Institute is expecting a shortage of 140,000 to 190,000 data scientists by 2018 in the US alone [23]. Moreover, the success of data science in industry means that large, multinational companies are attracting many data scientists from the academic sector. This makes it increasingly difficult to find competent data scientists to work in important public societal domains (e.g. health care, environment, transportation, energy) and scientific research.

However, it is unlikely that we can solve this problem by simply training armies of data scientists. The problem is that data science itself does not scale because of the fragmentation and inefficiencies discussed above. We need to facilitate access to the very best data, tools and training materials, enable frictionless collaboration to ‘connect brains’, and automate much of the drudge work that currently slows down data science. This will also allow more students to succeed.

2 An online collaboratory

To address these issues, we propose to scale up the practice of data science from small-scale local collaborations to frictionless, real-time, massively collaborative online collaborations. This goal can be broken down into smaller, specific objectives as outlined below.

2.1 Organized, easy access to data sources and software tools

To address the fragmentation of tools and data sources, we need to bring together domain scientists (including the teams that curate open data) and data scientists (including those that maintain data analysis toolboxes). The goal is to extract actionable datasets from large scientific databases and identify key
software components, and then annotate them with a practical base vocabulary to create a structured index, a ‘search engine for data science’, that allows users to easily search for datasets, algorithms, and workflows. This will help domain scientists to quickly find useful tools (e.g. scalable clustering algorithms), allow data scientists to test their algorithms on a large range of scientific datasets, and give students easy access to the state of the art.

2.2 Change the scale of collaboration

To help bridge the gap between data scientists and domain scientists, we need to bring them together on the same online collaboration platform, or collaboratory, for data-driven research. In this collaboratory, data scientists and domain scientists should be able to collaborate and build directly on each other’s results. A domain scientist can share a dataset of interest and issue an open invitation to anyone in the world (or a circle of trusted people) to help analyse it. Data scientists respond by sharing experiments showing how well their particular solution works, and other people can again build on that. Crucially, all experiments should be linked to the underlying data sets and workflows, ensuring reproducibility and also creating a single, large, organized body of research. This enables large-scale collaborations across domains because everyone can build on the combined results of all other researchers. At the same time, it creates a reference where companies can discover interesting datasets, techniques, and people to collaborate with (or hire), as well as a learning environment for students to learn practical data science in an engaging way, actively interacting with the community, and possibly collaborating with top scientists. This will help them gain visibility and prepare them to fulfill key roles in industry and academic research. To protect preliminary work, the collaboratory should naturally support social networking and privacy settings, and scientists keep ownership of all shared resources and experiments.

2.3 Change the speed of collaboration

The collaboratory should be very easy to use so that researchers can focus on their work without distraction. Scientists should be able to share experiments automatically (in the background), from the tools they already use, and from the computational infrastructure they prefer. This can be achieved by extending these tools to seamlessly connect to the collaboratory, and download or upload results together with all the necessary metadata to ensure reproducibility. As a result, experiments can be shared in real time: other people (in your collaboration) will be able to comment on or build on your results the second they are uploaded. It would even be possible to further automate experimentation, e.g., to run algorithms on all newly uploaded datasets.

2.4 Automating data science

Expertise in data science is not easily expressed: it is often a ‘gut feeling’ about which techniques may help or not. However, having a large collection of data
science experiments on all kinds of data sets offers unprecedented opportunities for machine learning techniques to discover patterns in which approaches work best on certain types of data, and thus make informed decisions based on many prior observations. For instance, they could recommend specific algorithms (e.g. which outlier detection to run), or intelligently optimize large parameter spaces, thus saving a lot of time. This will allow both academic and industrial data scientists to design better data analysis pipelines much faster, and thus be more productive.

2.5 Cross-domain collaboration protocols

To address the problem of underpowered, irreproducible research, we can follow the example of other sciences, such as genetic epidemiology, which have addressed this issue by adopting large-scale collaborative research with a strong replication culture [7], promoting the open sharing of data, protocols, and software [34, 29], adopting more appropriate statistical methods [26, 19], and providing continued education of scientists in research methods and statistical literacy [8]. Likewise, we should bring together domain scientists, data scientists and tool developers to develop a common understanding of specific research problems (e.g., genome-wide association studies). Crucially, they need to establish which metadata is necessary to maximize reproducibility, how to handle data confidentiality, which are the best practices in solving these problems (such as proper statistical significance testing), and how the end result can be objectively evaluated (if possible at all). This should result in protocols defining how datasets are annotated and how experiments are stored, so that experiments can be reproduced and collaborations can scale.

2.6 Provide a new incentive structure for research

Finally, the collaboratory should make it clear how scientists should be credited for their contributions, and automatically track the impact of these contributions online. Beyond tracking citations, it could track the reuse of datasets, code and experiments within the collaboratory, as well as social interactions (e.g. follows, shares, downloads) in an open and transparent manner (so that misuse is also easy to spot). Hence, it will allow scientists to demonstrate the broader impact of their work, make them more visible, and make it much easier for others to build on their work and to collaborate with them.

3 Illustration: A user story

To sketch the current working situation of data scientists, and bring across the possible impact of the proposed collaboratory, we formulate a user story featuring Elisa, a young fictitious researcher working at one of Europe’s flagship bio-informatics institutes. She is analyzing her data, but is unsure about which
data analysis techniques will work best. She spends weeks sifting through the literature, but as she tries out different prior approaches, she finds that many won’t scale to her high-dimensional data, some are only available in unfamiliar tools (or not at all), and others looked promising but worked poorly. Next, she spends a lot of time optimizing the parameters of her workflow in a time-consuming grid search, painstakingly recording results in notebooks, spreadsheets and databases. When she wants to compare against the state of the art, she again spends weeks hunting down data and code and emailing authors for help. After she submits her paper, the reviewers ask her to rerun experiments because she used a statistical method incorrectly. Finally, when her paper is finally published, she still needs to manually annotate and upload her results into a public database. When a prominent colleague emails her a question a year later, she discovers that she unfortunately lost track of some crucial details and can’t reproduce her earlier results.

Then, she discovers that her data analysis software was updated with a collaboratory plugin. She has recently created a new dataset and she wants to try it out. When she uploads her dataset to the collaboratory, it automatically analyses it and provides an easy-to-read overview of interesting statistics, as well as a list of very similar datasets. Results obtained by other scientists on these datasets enable a direct comparison of existing techniques. She immediately sees which techniques show most promise. In the comments, she finds advice on which parameters to tune and which implementations are most scalable. She runs a new set of experiments with her favourite data analysis tool and a collaboratory plugin: her results are now automatically uploaded, with all details necessary for reproducibility, and appear online, visible only to her, organized and linked to her dataset. While the results are streaming in, Elisa connects to all her trusted colleagues so she can share and discuss her results with them. They can now follow her research in real time, and quickly provide some useful suggestions. In the mean time, the collaboratory is also continuously learning from her experiments: on demand, it can recommend specific techniques (e.g. feature selection techniques) and intelligently optimize all the parameters of her workflow. In the end, she creates an online study out of her experiments, makes it public, and puts a backlink in her paper so that others can find the full details online. This further enlarges the collective body of structured knowledge, empowering the researcher after her. As her methods and results are easily accessible, applicable and modifiable, her work is quickly reused, cited more often, and the collaboratory tracks this to show this impact. People also contact her directly, leading to many new collaborations.

4 Related work

This collaboratory would not have to be created from scratch. There already exist several tools and infrastructures that form a solid foundation.

First, there are many open data sources, that vary considerably across domains. In biodiversity, there exists a community-agreed species occurrence reg-
istry (GBIF), with a single API and data format [10]. The environmental sciences use a federated, semantic registry for environmental-related data, DataONE [24]. Bioinformatics is driven by disparate tools and databases, but also has common data formats such as FASTA [28], and model formats such as SBML [16]. ELIXIR [9] offers a tools and data services registry leveraging other registries.

Finally, in pharmacology, there exist data exploration portals that provide a common interface to disparate data sources, such as OpenPHACTS [37], BioGPS [40] and MyGene.info [39].

Moreover, initiatives like DataONE and CEDAR\(^1\) promote cross-disciplinary standards to describe datasets with metadata, building on the ISA-tools community standard [31] for describing and aggregating studies, and BioSharing.org [32], a registry used by many journals for policies, standards and databases in the biological and biomedical sciences. Workflow sharing platforms, such as myExperiment [13], SHIWA [27] and Galaxy Tool Shed [5] allow scientists to share and find data analysis workflows. SEEK [38] is a platform designed to store, annotate, share and interlink heterogeneous data and models.

Other tools to share research in a reproducible and reusable way are Research Objects [1], publishable bundles of datasets, code and other materials, as well as IPython/Jupyter Notebooks [33], documents that mix programming code, text and other media, and that can be re-executed or altered at any time. Recomputation.org [11] is an initiative for making computational experiments available in reproducible and reusable form as virtual machines.

There are also several initiatives to improve the practice of scientific data analysis through community guidelines and training. The STRATOS initiative\(^2\) aims to provide guidelines for the design of observational medical research, including the use of appropriate statistical methods and accurate result interpretation. The Data Carpentry workshops\(^3\) teach researchers to analyse data more effectively and productively. Finally, data science challenges, such as those run on Kaggle [6], also help bridge the gap between data scientists and domain scientists. They focus data scientists attention on a specific problem, identify talented people, and encourage data scientists and domain scientists to collaborate in teams. However, the traditional approach to data challenges will not work when solving open problems, with open ended data and without a ‘correct’ solution; it also emphasizes competition and inhibits collaboration.

There has also been great progress in algorithm selection and configuration techniques. The Automatic Statistician\(^4\) is a service that automatically analyzes a dataset and returns statistics and models in an easy-to-read report. Modern work on combined algorithm selection and hyperparameter optimization is also very effective [35] and can be substantially improved by learning across datasets.

What is still missing in the state-of-the-art are community-driven, open collaboration platforms that bring together domain scientists and data scientists on

\(^1\) http://med.stanford.edu/cedar.html
\(^2\) http://www.stratos-initiative.org/
\(^3\) http://www.datacarpentry.org
\(^4\) http://www.automaticstatistician.com/
the same platform. Doing so will allow data scientists to access disparate open data sources and download many datasets to evaluate their techniques. Domain researchers will be able to find implementations of techniques that perform specific tasks, ranked by how well they performed on prior datasets, and so decide which techniques to try. Ideally, this is realized by building on existing platforms, standards, data and workflow repositories. This will maximise sustainability and broad impact, as these components and the collaboration platform will co-evolve.

5 OpenML

One platform that already takes a step in this direction is OpenML, an online machine learning platform where researchers can automatically log and share data, code, and experiments in fine detail and organize them online to work and collaborate more effectively [36]. It organizes the following information:

Data sets Data sets can be shared publicly or within circles of researchers. They can be uploaded or simply linked from existing scientific data repositories. For known data formats, OpenML will automatically analyze and annotate the data sets with measurable characteristics, so that they can be searched and analyzed based on this meta-data. Data sets can be updated and are automatically versioned. Currently however, OpenML is not linked to the open data sources discussed above, and it understands only tabular data formats.

Tasks Data sets typically serve as input for scientific tasks, defining which inputs are given, which outputs are expected to be returned, and what scientific protocols should be used. By creating a task, scientists can challenge the data science community to come up with the best solution to solve it. Hence, they are similar to data mining challenges on platforms such as Kaggle [6], except that they are collaborative and real-time: scientists are encouraged to post their solution as quickly as possible (as in scientific publishing), and other scientists can immediately build on that solution. OpenML builds human and machine-readable descriptions of such tasks. Currently however, the set of supported tasks is mostly limited towards core machine learning studies. Further discussions are needed between domain scientists to properly define a wider range of tasks.

Flows Flows are implementations of data analysis workflows. They can be single algorithm implementations, scripts (e.g., in R) or workflows (e.g., in tools such as RapidMiner [30] and KNIME [3]). They are again shared publicly or within circles, can be uploaded or linked from existing repositories (e.g. the workflow repositories discussed above), and updates are automatically versioned. Ideally, they are wrappers around existing software that take OpenML tasks as inputs. This allows automatic execution of algorithms on new data sets, but this is not required. The platform is designed so that flows can be run on any computational infrastructure, such as the researchers own computers, and the results uploaded. There is currently no support to run IPython, R, or other code on the servers.
**Runs**  Runs are the results of executing flows on tasks, uploaded to the platform. They are fully reproducible, linked to the data set and flow versions, hyperparameter settings, and information on the authors and computational hardware. They are also reusable, containing non-aggregated results depending on the task. Where possible, runs are evaluated on the server to allow objective comparisons, using a broad range of evaluation measures. Because runs are automatically linked to the underlying tasks, flows, and authors, they can be easily searched and compared across different data sets and flows.

**Integrations**  OpenML features an extensive REST API to find and upload data sets, download tasks, find and upload flows, and download or upload runs. Moreover, programming APIs are offered in Java, R and Python to allow easy integration into existing software tools. For instance, using the OpenML\(^5\) package for R, one can authenticate, search and download datasets, and upload the results of machine learning experiments in just a few lines of code. Using these APIs, it is also directly integrated in machine learning toolboxes such as WEKA [14], MOA [4], HubMiner\(^6\), and mlr\(^7\). While this is a good start, a lot of key data analysis toolboxes, platforms, and programming APIs are still missing.

**Website**  OpenML.org is a website offering easy access to most OpenML functionality. It allows users to browse through all shared datasets, flows and runs. It compares all results obtained on specific tasks and flows, and has dedicated pages for each data set, task, flow and run with all known details. When logged in, you can also upload new data sets and flows, create new tasks, add comments, and organize information through tagging and wiki-like editing.

### 6 Summary

Many sciences have made significant breakthroughs by adopting online tools that help organize, structure and analyze detailed scientific data online [25]. One of the most important reasons for this is that large amounts of (open) data can now be analysed by algorithms. As we have shown, however, the required data science expertise is fragmented over many people and communities, slowing down data-driven research and innovation. To alleviate this fragmentation, we propose to fast-track the creation of an online collaboratory for data-driven science based on open data, open source tools, and open science. We hope to bring together data scientists, tool developers, and domain scientists from many different domains to see how current tools can be connected online, and how best practices can be shared. We expect that this networked approach to data science has great potential to speed up the rate of discovery in data-driven science. It will lead to more effective collaborations between researchers and higher efficiency and creativity in research. Indeed, if scientists and data scientists everywhere are

---

5 https://github.com/openml/r

6 http://mloss.org/software/view/574/

7 https://github.com/berndbischl/mlr
part of the same ‘experimentation system in the sky’, they can all become much more productive, try out new ideas very quickly, and efficiently learn from each other. This has substantial long-term benefits:

*We can automate many aspects of data science research.* Today, a lot of the data scientist’s time is devoted to activities that are clerical or mechanical: trying many techniques, finding related work, and comparing different approaches. Through the proposed platform, data scientists will be able to make informed decisions without needing to set up large sets of experiments every step along the way. Guesswork will be largely eliminated, replaced with a data-driven approach to data science. Moreover, it will allow companies to speed up data-driven analysis and drive down costs. Tasks that used to require a team of data scientists could be achieved by the domain scientist alone with the help of automated tools and a worldwide support network.

*It will facilitate the transfer of data science innovations across domains.* Indeed, expertise on data analysis in one field can be very useful to analyze data in another. For instance, expertise in analysing high-dimensional gene expression data could be used to analyse high-dimensional molecule descriptions.

*Facilitating online scientific collaboration has great potential to speed up data-driven science in industry.* Research in drug discovery, bio-informatics, health and many other industries can be sped up through frictionless, large-scale collaboration with data scientists, which in turn may speed up the development of new drugs, treatments, and generally improving our quality of life.

*A whole generation of new data scientists can be trained much more effectively.* Knowledge that is currently scattered over thousands of papers will be united in a single organized resource. Students will be able to actively interact with the community, learning important skills for their professional careers.

*An easy to use search engine for data science* will make it easier to find open datasets, as well as all results obtained from them (visualizations, models,...). This may inspire young people to become scientists, steep students in data-driven research, encourage entrepreneurs to leverage this data, and facilitate data journalism and citizen science initiatives. Moreover, it can be used to focus the data science community on important societal challenges. Data scientists are naturally drawn to places that offer interesting data, and love to use novel tools to find patterns in that data. Through the collaboratory, it becomes much easier for data scientists to get involved.
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